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12.1. Suppose that f and g are real-valued funtions on the real line and f(r) ≤ g(r) for every

rational r. Does this imply that f(x) ≤ g(x) for every real x if

a) f and g are non-dereasing?

b) f and g are ontinuous?

12.2. Let ℓ be a line and P a point in R
3
. Let S be the set of points X suh that the distane from

X to ℓ is greater than or equal to two times the distane between X and P . If the distane from P

to ℓ is d > 0, �nd the volume of S.

12.3. Let A, B and C be real square matries of the same size, and suppose that A is invertible.

Prove that if (A− B)C = BA−1
, then C(A−B) = A−1B.

12.4. In a town every two residents who are not friends have a friend in ommon, and no one is a

friend of everyone else. Let us number the residents from 1 to n and let ai be the number of friends

of the i-th resident. Suppose that

∑n

i=1
a2i = n2 − n. Let k be the smallest number of residents (at

least three) who an be seated at a round table in suh a way that any two neighbors are friends.

Determine all possible values of k.

12.5. Let A and B be two omplex square matries suh that

A2B +BA2 = 2ABA.

Prove that there exists a positive integer k suh that (AB −BA)k = 0.

12.6. Let p be a prime number and Fp be the �eld of residues modulo p. Let W be the smallest set

of polynomials with oe�ients in Fp suh that

� the polynomials x+ 1 and xp−2 + xp−3 + · · ·+ x2 + 2x+ 1 are in W , and

� for any polynomials h1(x) and h2(x) in W the polynomial r(x), whih is the remainder of

h1(h2(x)) modulo xp − x, is also in W .

How many polynomials are there in W ?

12.7. Let n be a positive integer. An n-simplex in R
n
is given by n+1 points P0, P1, . . . , Pn, alled its

verties, whih do not all belong to the same hyperplane. For every n-simplex S we denote by v(S)
the volume of S, and we write C(S) for the enter of the unique sphere ontaining all the verties of

S.

Suppose that P is a point inside an n-simplex S. Let Si be the n-simplex obtained from S by

replaing its i-th vertex by P . Prove that

v(S0)C(S0) + v(S1)C(S1) + · · ·+ v(Sn)C(Sn) = v(S)C(S).


